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ANNUAL REPORT
NAZONAL IIEAU F 1IC RESEARCH

Liürary
C) F

TilL LIiCTOS OF RL5L MC II

February 7, 1927

TO iFIL BUkW U DIFIOICS:

A year ago, at the annual iiieetin of the Board of Directors of the

National Bureau of Economic Lesearch, your Directors of Research 8tated, with

a considerable degree of confidence, that five publications of the Bureau might

be expected in the course of 1926, They believed that an end had been reached

of the dearth of publications which resulted from taking in hand simultaneously

a group of major investigations in 1922 upon the cnp1etion of the work on Un-

employment and Business Cycles a work in which, at the request of the Unemplo-

nient Comid.ssion, all the members of the scientific staff had been intensively

occupied. This expectation and belief seem to be belied by the visible results

of the past year's work of the Bureau. Two publications, Dr. Thorp's BUSINES3

ANAi.S, uith a comprehensive introduction by Professor Mitchell, and Dr. Jerome's

iiiGM TiuN Ni) EUSINiSD CYCLES, have been published, but in Septeniber and Decem

ber rather than in the first half of the yer. Dr. lUng's GRAD.TIONS OF EARNING

1.LD 1NCUNE U THn UNITiA) T1 T.S IN 1921 has undergone successive critical re-

visions. Although the manuscript has been sent out. to the directors and has

been accepted by theILL for publication, it must be further revised in the light

01° sugestions which have coie from several of the directors p1rticular1y inter-.

ested in our studies of national income. The manuscript of Professor Mitchell, —

BULL3S CYS THE PHOl3LF.4 AND ITS SEfING, the first volume of our treatise

on Business Cycles, was sent to tk direct,ors before the close of the year. Dr.

MacmiF.y has made substantial progress with his BOND YIELDS ; ND II.TEREST RAT.

IN THE UNiT ED ST.TE SIIJC E 1857, but the text, though begun, is not yet finished.

The three studies last, named, announced for completion in 1926, have had to be

postponed.
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It is clear that Lhe lag in the Bureau's production was still ob-

servable in 1926, and that, as is the case with all serious sciontific work,

it has proved impracticable to Liatch perforiance exactly to scheaule. Such

work irLust necessarily meet the "unexpected difficulties" which constantly attend

pioneer efforts whether in engineering, business organization or rese3rch. Ar

genuine research in the social sciences as well as in the natural sciences must

accustom itself-arid its su, porters to draw occasionally a blank. This was ex—

eiip.Liuied in the c.se of the difficult study of Gradations of Wealth. Despite

the recognized oostacles, an utLempt was made, authorized by the Executive

Committee at the rec enuation of the Directors of Research, to estimate these

gradations, and L)r. lUng's pitience and sagacity were called upon to make the

attack. The result demonstrated, to the conviction of the Directors of Research

that the existing gaps in our statistical material are too wide to be bridged

by scientifically acceptable estimates. We believe that this exploration on

the boundary of our knowledge w: s worth making, but obviously the limited re-

sources of the Bureau, as well as its reputation, forbid too frequent or too

daring experimentation.

The delay in publication, baffling to our hopes, and to some extent

prejudicial to the urca income from subscriptions, is not to be attributed

to any lack of diligence or devotion on the part of the members of the staff.

indeed, the Directors of Research, who are in Lhe position and have the respon-

sibility of knowing most intimately the day—by—day work of the Bureau, take this

opportuiiiity to express their appreciation of the unflagging industry and sci-

entific zeal shown by all our fellow—workers in our common undertaking. The

solution of the problem of idairitaining a firiy steady output of published re-

sults is to be found not so much in the setting up of inflexible "d.ue—dtes" as

in the gradual accumulation of a small but manageable reserve of material ready
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or nearly ready for publication, in the judicious inteniingling of minor or

short—term studies with those of longer terni, so that the production may be

properly spaced, and in plaruing ahead for a ;eries of years. In short, it

is an organization probleia to be worked out to meet the needs on the one side

of the book ;ind Bulletin issues of the Bureau, wtich call for a fair measure

of regularity, and on the other side to be adjusted to the undeniable re—

quirements of highly specialized workers of the first professional rank, and

of frontier scientific research which, houever wisely planned in general,

has to answer an unpredictable number of puzzling and often time—consuming

detail questions. Larger financial resources, perm..tting the employment of

more specialists and still more computers, desirable as they would be, would

not of thanselves enabJ. the Bureau to make that nice adjustment of means to

ends and ends to means upon which success depends.

Your Directors of Research believe that a sober survey of the work

of the Bureau during the past year and of the projects now authorized and

ur1crtaken for the work of the next two years will indicate that measurable

progress is being made toward the goal of effective organization. The spe—

cific ends to be attained arid the methods for attainment in each of the

projects of research submitted for approval to the Executive Committee are

being more carefufly defined in advance, and parLly in relation to the de.-

volopiient of thu Bulletin, certain short—terra or recurring studies are

planned. The volume of production is becoming hettr spaced and with sane

accumulating reserve of maturing studies there is a more reliable prospect

for an evener flow of publications.
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The report of progress wriicki foliews deals primarily with the in-

vtstigutizLs which have been continuing since last year's review by the Board

of Directors. Ceri.ain new projects will be considered more briefly at the

end of the report.

I. fliCOiE STUIJ1ES.

Dr. King's studies of income have been interrupted by th prelinii.-

nary survey of philanthropic contributions, of whicr more' will be said present-

ly. But. under Dr. King's cdrection, assistants have been laying the foundation

for more adequate treatment of certain elements in the national income, such

as the value product' of retail and wholesale merchants, various classes of

corporations, and "unclassified industries". The results will form important

eieuents in the income estimates for the years since 1921, upon which Dr.

King is now working, They may also enable h,Lm to improve Upofl certain itns

in the estimates which he has liiade for years already corered in our published

volumes,

A third fraction of Dr. King's time has been spent in further

strug1ea with that most difficult of all problems in this field, the dis...

tribution of incomes among individuals. All the investigators who have attack-

ed this problem from whatever angle have been obliged to confess that they

could establish with assurance only conclusions of the broadest type. De-

tailed estimates, for which there is 3 eager demand upon the National Bureau,

are subject to a wide margin o5ncertainty. Despite his broad and intimate

knoLLedge 01' t sources and his ingenuity, Dr. King has not been able to

get results in which he felt high confidence. Other mernbers 01' the Staff,

particularly Dr. i-acaulay anu Dr. Hills (who cooperated with Dr. King in a

detailed review o9is materials,methods, anu conclusions) shared in the
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doubts, as did the Directors of Research, Finally, after two or three pain-

staking revisions of this inquiry, a manscript was 'submitted to the Directors,

anu approved for publication by a majority. Despite this fact, the Directors

of Roarch raie the question whether it is wise to issue a separate volume

upon "Gradations of Income in 192111 at this time. It seems to tiem better

to incorporate the leading results o1. this investigation in a supplementary

chapter of the new report, which Dr. Kind has in hdnd, carrying ow' estimates

of incoiae forward from 192± to 1925.

II. THE STUDY OF DUSINISS CYeuS.

Great interest has been shown in t1 appearance of Business Annal,

which was published on September 7, 1926. The first edition of 2,000 copies

was exhausted by the end of the year, and a new edition is now being die—

tributed. The rather long introductidn by Professor Mitchóll, interpreting

arid making statistical use of the descriptive historical material gathered

by Dr. Thori.. .19) ith modifications and additions, to be utilized in Professor

Mitchefls forthcoming first voiume. The text, which gives in staauary fon

for seventeen countries the siificant facts concerning the successive phases

of the Business Cycles for as long a period in each country as. data were

available, was based on Dr. Thorps critical study of a wide ranë of sources.

It has been greeted both by economists and business men as a highly valuable

work of reference, and the suggestions for amendment and enlargement already

coming in from those who are Lsing the book signify its acceptance as a tool

of research. The Bureau plans to issue in its Bulletin the yearly xntin-.

uation of the Annals, nd at suitable intervals to incorporate these additions

and hvrs in a revised cuition.
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Professor ilitchell has given the major part. of his time, during

the past year, to the completion of "Business Cycles — The Problem and Its

Sottir?, which has gone to the Directors for their verdict, He, like other

members of the staff in submitting their work to the judgment of the Directors,

earnestly hopes to receive their critical cornments, which will be used in

propring final copy of the manuscript for the printer. He is already at

work on the second volume iezhich requires the inalysis and syntheei f the

mass of statistical data which has been collected by Dr. Thorp. As his as—

sistant in this arduous and delicate task, Dr. Simon Kuznets, the author of

a recent monograph on Cglical Fluctuations in Retail and Wholesale Trade awl

well trained in economic theory and in modern statistical technique, has been

appointed to fill the vacancy made by Dr. Thorp's resignation. Dr. Thorp

will continue to give part—time supervision to the collection of statistical

series. Even with the most competent technical assistance, the &fficulties

which Professor !Litcheli faces in this second volume are fonnidable • This

book iiay be ready for sublniz3sion to the Directors by the end of 1928 and its

r*ablication should not be expected until 1929.

It is desirable to call again to the attention of the Directors

the collection of statistical material, already mentioned, upon which Dr1

Thorp has been working and which 411 continue under his imediate direction.

No comparable gathering of monthly or quarterly statistical series, either

in comprehensivenes or in critical handling, has ever been made. It is a
great and costly undertaking and its publication, probably in successive sec-

tions, will outrun the regular budget resources of the Bureau • Since the

first parts of this notable reference book, are likely to be ready for the
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press before the end of this year, it will be necessary for the Bureau to

obtain special financial aid from those viho realize the need of naking this

really indispensable collection generally accessible.

III. I3OND YliLi iuNJ LTiWT A,t S.

During the last year, Dr. Macaulay, indefatigable in perfecting

his study of bond yields and interest rates, discovered in the large and rap-

idly growing collection of bus mess doculnont8 which .are deposited in the lii

brary of the Harvard Graduate thool of Business Administration, two iinpotant

series of price quotations. One of these. was a set of original New York

Stock Exchange quotatios, apparently nowhere else in existence, and some

supplementary quotatiorw of high grade railroad bonds listed on the Bos top

Exchange. TIae figures made it possible to extend the railroad bond yield

indexes backs month by zKnth, from 1859 to January 1 of the important crists

year 1857. The other discovery in the Harvard Library was ?artin'8 long aer&e3

of ianuscript ruotations by quarters for New England municipal bonds. The

especial value of these figures, once the yield for each bond for each quarter

from 1857 to l914 and the mthematica1 e4u4tions and coefficient8 of oox're—

lation had been c'alculted, lies in the comparison they afford with the rail-

road bond yields similarly treated. As Dr Macaulay had pointed out in his

paper published in tho Larch (1926) issue of the Journal of the American 8ta

tistical Association, the chief difficulty connected with the index of rail-

road bond yields was tho trend of improving credit. This he corrected by

novel and ingenious mathematical methods. But the nunicipal bond yields ho

found, as he anticipated, re free from this defect of persistent improvement

in credit, nd the comparison proved his suggestion c.o be justified, tht it
there 'ias an error in his mathematical correction of railroad bond yields, it.
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lay in. the dlrectio, . f tinder rather than over correction. Dr. Lacau1ay s

also enabl by a speCial gift of $2,000, which. he obtained from 1r, Walter

Case, to make a new index of railroad stock prices montIly back to 1857 more

accurate and complete than any other hitherto constructed. This makes poe-'

sible . a study of the relation of these price movements to the inovei'tents in

the yields of railroad bonds. In addition to the ncw material thus operated

upon, Dr. Macaulay and his assistants have been doing much experiinenta1 rk

on the subject of secular trends and he has made here, as in other branches

of his virk, a real advance in statistical riethods. B.zt while these investi-'

gations open fascinating perspectives to the technician, Dr. Macauiay realizes

that the time has come when the Bureau mmiat be enabled to ibliah his moat

nportant results, and he is rw repaing both tables and accompanying text.

He definitely undertakes to have his volume ready for suhnission to the Direc-.

tore nct later than Jur 1, 1927. This would indicate the possibility of

publishing this eagerly awaited book before the end of the year.

IV. THE LABOR MRKET.

Dr. blman has continued the gathering of materials and the sifting

of methods essential in raaking the broadly outlined study of the ]a bor market

which was oriefly described in the reports presented a year ago. In order

to provide additional assistance to Dr. Vb1can for this highly promisii crit—

ical study, the Social Science esearch Council at the recommendation of the

Advisory Committee on Labor Relations has made a grant of $2,00C. to the B

Bureau. This will facilitate the collection of further statistical data from

printed documents and fron field investigations, carried on under Dr. volman'e

direction, while he personaUy will be giving his chief attention to the
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preparation of an introductory book, devoted primarily to the critical ax-

amination of measures and methods now employed, in the study of the labor

market. The principal topics 'shich this book will diacusa are (1) the various

ways of measuring wage rates and earnings; (2) nyroU data and fluctuations

in employment; (3) hours; (4) labor coét and output; (5) standards of living;

and (6) the status of wage-errrs in American industry treated by industries

and by geographical areas, Dr. Woltnan aims to arrive at preThninary conclu—

sions tx)th as to facte and mettods, based on the data already collected, and,

subject to the authorization of the Executive Committee, he plans thereafter

to develop intensive investigations on the special subjects whose inter.reu.

istions he will outline in his introductory volume, This iret volume Dr.

Jo1man hopes to complete be fore the end of 1927.

V. PKOB1L3 OF MIGTION.

The study on Restriction of Immigration and Mechanization of

duatr'y upon which Dr. Jeron was ángaged with a force of field wrkers during

the a unmer and fall of 1925 followed his rk on aigration and auineas Cycles,

which after some considerable delay in the pressnt, was published last

Dember. th of these investigations were undertaken by the &areau at the

reqiest of the Committee on Migration, originally organized by the National

Research Council. Later, so far as the relation of the lireau is concerned,

the study has been carried on under the 3ocial cienos Research Council and

with funds granted by this body. Upon Dr. Jerome's return to academic work

at the University of Visconsin, he has continued his connection with the

Bureau on a half—tine basis. Jith his assistants, he has been occupied in

ana1.yzin the field schedules already obtained, in auplementary examination

of printed material, and in outlining and assembling data for his book on

Mechanization of Industry. He spent the summer of 1926 in making field—studies
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on rutechanical handling devices azit on aathine producers, the two iteras of

importance where personal interviews and inspections were needed to ipp1e—

raent the data from his fluid—agents. T tentative draft of the general sec-

tion of his book has in 1arie part been drawn up. This discusses the effects

of restriction upon the supply of labor, upon wage rates, and upon the degree

of mechanization. The two final chapters of the general section deal with

the present degree of mechanization and the economics of mechanization. Part

Two is to give the results and ixieaning of the field—surveys on materials

handling, brick making, foundries, cotton manufacturing (with some other tex-

tiles), iron and steel, highways and pavements, building construction, marine

and rai1ay terminals, agriculture and the extractive industries, machine

producing industries, and briefer notice on some dozen other industries. For

this part, the work, according to Dr. Jerome's report, is in varying degrees

of a. :vanc&ient, The separate induatrie3, to he written up by ane, l927

are to be submitted each for comment and criticism to selected representatives

of the industries described.. highiy advisable' procedure, but one. whith is

1lkel to slow up the completion of the report. The Irectora of the Dxxeau

are therefore not likoly to examine this study until ear]y in 1928.

Last year's report announced the undertcing of azx,ther portarzt

study, also sponsored by the Migration Committee and approved and financed

by the Social Science Research Council. This is a comprehensive stndy cit

international migration statistics, collecting and an.lyzing all the available

figures past and present. Professor Willeox, who is conducting this investi-

gation, spent the summer of 1926 in Europe on this work, and has arranged with

Cornell University for a year's leave of absence, the first half of the ac
deinic years 1926-7, and 1927—8. Two volumes are planned to be pablished

sirnnltaneously. The first, containing the coUection of statistical tables,
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is being prepared through the agency of the migration section of the Inter—

national Labour Office at Geneva and its assistant chief, Dr. Ferenczi, but

at the expense of the National Thireau. The series of national tables for all

countries possessing these statistics, arranged alphabetically by countries,

will be follo'md by a series of international tables with five—year periodso

This volume of statistics will contain an historical and technical introduction.

The ccxaplete manuscript is to be sent from ,Genova not later than April 15th,

the printing is to be done in the United States, the m'oof sheets distributed

to the various national collaborators for critical ccxninent, and the plates

hold until Professor Vilicox has written the accompanying second volume of

interpretive 8tUdiCe. This second volume will contain about twenty chapters

written by as nany authors, ona for each country, which has sent out or

received rny migrants. These contributed chaptez4s are to deal prIiIarily

with the critical Interpretation of the respective national fiiires. Professor

Viilcox is to exnina and analyze the migration ,statistics of the United States

and to sum up the world survóyin the concluding general chapters.

The preliminary Lspection of the wor migration data, since the

period of the great geographical discoveries which closed the era of racial

divergence, enphasizes at every point the i*ienomenal influence of Eurpean -

pansion in riodern times. The rapid increase of poplation v.ithin Europe, of

European stock outside of Europe, of native stocks under the aegis of Europe

and not displaced by European stock, as in Egypt and Java, of native stocks
will

imitating Europe as in Japan, and the imiltiplication of a mixed population/
be compared with the stationary or decreasing population
/where the infliience of Europe has not been potent, as In China and interior

Africa. This survey stinulates speiltion as to the likelihood of the long

continuance of this disproportionate increase of European stocks, as to the
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lessening influence of cliraatic barriers on migration, as to the problems

of future ra€ial intermixture, and as to the levelling economic and social

effects of the unprecedented modern Volkerwandex'ung. These questions will

doubtless be raised in the general discussion of the material, and hile for

the nt pirt, such inquiries pass beyond the bounds of adequate statistical

evidence, nevertheless they may at certain points open tI way to further

statistical attack. Dr. Wilicox's world survey, a great international co-

operative enterprise, embracing the ist possible scope in time a.nd apace,

and at the sane tine based on new axxi detailed archive studies aix! the pain-

staking accumulation and criticism of every available statistical fact, is

of such magnitude that any estimate now made as to probable date of pbld.—

cation may be wide of the mark. But the collaboration of many experts in all

the leading countries, together with the aid of the remarkably effective

agency of International statistical cooperation which has been set up at the

International Labour Office at Geneva, may make possible the publication of

the two volumes in 3.929. . . . .

VI. T1 INVESTIGATION.OF PRICES.

The geiviral Iirpoee of the price study which Dr. Mills is conducting

for the National Bureau is to describe the behavior of commodity prices,

individually and collectively. The chief task of the past year has been the

deve1ojcnt of a rvmber of rasures, applied to a 4 body of price material,

to ma1e clear the characteristics of individual ccinaxxiity prices. The price

data utilized have been wbolesale commodity prices in the United States from

1890 to 1925. Soise of the measures are novel, having been deve].oped to net

t resof the study. The work on the first phase of the investigation —

the characteristics of individual prices — has progressed so t*arly to c—

pletion, that a number of preliminary conclusions may already be forimLiated.
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These are of such interest, as indicating the possibilities of rw light upon

the structure bof the system of prices, that a awnriary statement, illustrating

the kinds of measurements riade by Dr. Mills, and some of his tentative re

suiting generalizations, appeai'a advisable.

Dr. Mills has studied particularly the following price relations:

(1) Price varbilit:, as measured by the magnitude and frequency

of monthly price changes and by the magnitude of yearithyear changes;

(2) Price trends c' long"tera shifts in price relations, comparing

for ire—war years the annual average rates of change in actual prices and

*wchaaing por with the rates of change in other general ecoromic series

and in money and real earnings;

(3) Cyclical fluctuations as observed in the timing of indiicIia1

price movenzita as compared pith changes in a general price index, in the

amplitude of their cyclical swings, and in the average aeqence of revival

and recession measured by deviation in months from the general index of io3s—

sale coxwodity prices;

(4) Price flexibility, correlating prices and quantities;

(5) Regional differences in price behavior.

In continuation of the preliminary conclusions given last year, based

on more ger*ral measures of price dispersion aid displacenent, Dr. M(lia,

utilizing the above iaeaeuretiente reports:

1. Daring the period from 1890 to 1913 wholesale comnodity pricea

stiiá a distinct tendency toward declining variabilityo Of the

206 comditiaa studied, 9 showed ro change in price variability

78 increased in variability, and the prices of 119 declinad in var

iabi]ity between 1890 and 1913 a
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During the Loft' years 1922—1925, the variability of whele sale

commodity prices was greater than during the years immediately pre-

ceding the war. Approximately two—thirds of the commodities studied

showed a post—war increase in month—to--month variability.

2 • The figures relating to price trends bear upon the debated

question as to whether there is a "normal" price relation between

commodities and commodity groups, and upon the selection of a base

year which is assumed to represent a "norjl" price situation. The

present evidence shows that what was "normal" in the pro—war price

situation was not a set of fixed price differences, but a set of

relations which. ichanged at a rather regular rate year by year. To

assume that actual. prices in any given year stand in a normal re—

lation to each other is to attempt to crystalli ze a cross—section

of a constant]y changing situation.

3. Fifty—six out of 209 commodities (26.8% of the total) have pro—

ceded the general wholesale price index on the average in the re-

vival of prices after depression. An up—turn in the general index is due

in general to price increases in a distinct minority of the can—

inodities included in the index.

4. Seventy—four out of 209 commodities (35.4% of the total) have

preceded the general. wholesale price index, on the average, in the

recession of prices after prosperity. As on revival, the bilk of the•

commodities lag behind the general index during recession.

5 • There are wide differences between individual commodities in

the average duration of rise (i.e.1 the interval between the lowest
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price during depression and the highest price during pmsperity)

expressed as a percentage of the average peil.od of the cycle. For

comraodities ithich passed through all ten cycles covered by the data,

the range is from 39.2% for orE grade of pig iron, to 73.2% for

cattle.

Of 150 coznizoditics which passed through at least five cycles

the period of rise was less than 50% of the cycle for only 33 (22%

of the total). That is, for 78% of the coinrrrjdities in this groups

the price cycle has consisted of a long period of rise arid a 'short'

period of dec lirie • Of the small group of cxmodities for which .tthe

typical price cycle has consisted o f a short period of rise arid

somewhat longer period of declirE, the nxet important are pig iron,

bar iron, steel billets, copper and petro1va.

6. The consistency of price novenients (i. e.,,the consistency of

the sequence in which the prices of different conisoditiea turn) is

greater during recession than during iviva1. A comparison of a

erages cowpted from zseasuree of inoonsistenóy relating to the 84

articles which 're ist sensitive to cycles in general business re

veals a significant difference. There is definite evidence here

that the price conditions prevailing during recession are nxe

uniform from cycle to cycle than are the price conditions prevail

ing during revival.

7. There is a relationship between the degree of cycUcal vai4
ability and the timing of revival arid of recession. High varibiUty

is coupled with relatively early revival and relatively early re

cession. '
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8. There is a significant positive correlation between the time

sequence of corrwiodity price charges during revival and the eequenoe

during recession. That is, the sequences of revival and recession

in conr&odity prices are not independent, either when specific cycles

are considered or when average dates of turn over a number of cycles

are correlated. The forces which tend to make the sequences dif-

ferent are stronger than the forces tending to produce identical

sequericea but the latter tendency is clearly prasent. Aitheugh.

each phase of a price cycle bears the imprint of novel factors,

there are definite bonds which tie it to the phase which has pre-

ceded it.

The strength of theae bon varies somewhat for the iffcret

cyclical phases. Gonditioz prevailing during a given period of

revival aplear to exert some influence upon the order of the succeed-

ing period of recession. Conditions prevailing during recession

appear to exert a sanewhat stronger influence upon the oxer of re-

covery during the mext revival.

All these statements relate, of course, to the behavior of

whelesale price series, mot to general ecomoraic series.

9. Various international comparisons inct.cate that 4uring the

period 1890"19]3 individual coninodity prices were cor*iderably more

variable in the United States than in france, Germany or Great

Britain.

This portion of the gerral investigation, the nature of which has

been suggested by the fragnntary illustrations here given, will form the

content of Dr. Mills' first volume of price studies for the National 3ireau.
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It may reaêonably be expected to reach tho hands of the Directors about mid—

siuauer, and despite the inconvenience of the season, it is hoped that if .tho

Directors' judgment be favorable, it nay also be prompt, so that the book

may ap:ear during the fall publishing season

The next stage of the price investigation, upon which some imrk

has already been done, is the detailed study of the action and interaction

of groups of coirinodities. This will lead finally to an analytic history of

price movements in the United States since 1090, with some internatiohal con-

parisons of price movements.

VU. PENDING PROJECTS.

Before concluding this presentation of the quantitative' economic

studies upon which, the aireau'a staff is now engaged, the attention of the

Djrectors should be called to t tim new undertakings, one of which wi1&

come to the Executive Coxsnittee for definite suthorisation, For the other,
'1it has already directed an experimental .cplcration.

As an outgrowth of Dr. Jerome a mechanizat4on study, presented

to the Social Science Research Council a plan for a study of changes in out—

?lt per man-hour in various industries,, as one of the significant expressions

of those changes in industrial productivity which in some qarters are con—•

sidered as peculiarly marking the present period of economic develox1Lent in

the United States. This project has been approved by the Social Science

Research Council and an appropriation voted. It is understood by the Social

Science Research Council. that this new investigation by Dr. Jerome is to be

made under the direction and supervision of the National &ireau, and a pre-

liminary outline of the study proposed, together with the methods to be

utilized, will be submitted to the Executive Committee. Dr. Jerome has already
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collected some material and has personally made a sample field survey in

Milwaukee, which brings out both the considerable difficulties of accurate

ineaaureraents in this field and the exceptional value of such a detailed 8tudy

if the cooperation of bu.sirsa executives can be secured. Your Directors of

Research have great confidence in Dr .Jerome's qualifications for undertaking

such delicate investigations. He combines in exceptional degree the requisite

courage and caution with the faculty of organizing field-work; he has both

practical aenaC and technical statistical equipoent; and the subject appeals

both to the economists, the business men who give and receive pay-envelopes,

and the general public,

The second proposal for investigation by the Bureau originated in

the growing desire on the part of the managers of Community Cheats, now a

widely-.apread form of philanthropic organization in American communities,

and also on the part of some of the Foundations, for some trustwrthy estimate

of the tr'én4 and of the characteristics of charitable giving. The Directors.

of Research recommended that a preliminary exploration be made to determine

approximately what data are available and also to secure some basis for ee-

timating the cost of a wide aap24fl investigation. The Carnegie Coroxitifl

granted to the u'eau the sum of $7,500. for such a preliminary study, and

the Executive Coisnittee of the aireau authorized the Directors of Research

to undertake it. Dr. King, assiagned to this task, organized an advisory

committee and consulted thó persons, and agencies in New York and 1aehington

who .sre moat likely to have information as to existing data. It was there-.

upon detetrnined to use New Haven as a test city. It had one of the oldest

Coixiunity Chest organizations in the country, and its leaders in such work

offered full cooperation. A canvass of all philanthropic and religious ox'

ganizationa in the city is nearly completed by Dr. King's four assistants,
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and fuller records than were at the outset expected have been found for

receipts and expend.tures for each year during the last quarter century. The

total amount of charitable giving in this çarticular sample city can be ap!.

proximately estinated and the changes both in totals and in the destination

can be plotted, but the who and the why of givers and giving is probably bee'.

yond the reach of quantitative analysis. This sample study has also furnished

a fairly dependable basis for estimating the cost of a wider survey. The

main conclusions of the preliminary report recently made by Dr. King are that

the full accounts of 58 out of a total listing of 179 philanthropic institutions

in New Haven are covered, but reasonably good information is obtainable froia

over a hundred institutions and these include all but one of the iire important

organizations. An inspection of the figures already obtained indicates that

in the quarter century the expenditures for religious work have little sore

than doubled, the expenditures for indoor and outdoor relief have beefl mu1

tiplied by 7 and 11 respectively, rdial xk for the yaically ill by
11, expenditures for ethcation by 20, and those for recreation, which was

little developed in L9OO, have been increased 400 fold. In general, the

philanthropic organizations of this sample corunity have expended nearly

9 times as much in .i.925 as they did in 1900. These figureè, however, have

not as ybt been corrocte to allow for the price changes which particularly

affect the second na]! of the period.

It is expected that the final report on phJlanthropy in New Haven

will be sutinitted to the Carnegie Corjçation about March 1, 1927, which will

then, in conjunction with. the other interested agencies, determine whether

or not to grant the sum necessary for a wider sampling survey. The investigation
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seams obviously not only of practical Importance to the philanthropic organi-

zations, but it also would have value for economic krx)w1ec1e, and so far as

the National Bureau is concerrEd, it would contribute certain missing elements

to our studies of national income and business cycles,

VIII. T}t N—31JWTIN.

A brief paragraph should be added to this report regarding the

Bulletin of the Bu.reauand its contents, a subject which ia discussed at

the last annual meeting. The Bureau has been and will doubtless continue to'

be dependent for a considerable pert of its financial support on the interest

taken by a gradually widening. circle of subscribers. As a means of keeping

in contact with its subscribers and in a dignified but readable manner bringing

to piblic attention the 'WQ& o'f the Bureau, the Bulletin has been of great

value. But because it contains early in!ozation of some of the contents of //
forthcoming books issued by th.' rei, and has, piblished from time to time /

• such estimates as those of Dr. King on the popüation of the United. Statea,/

there have been a number of requests for i1, both at home and abroad, by

individuals .and institutions .whe desire to file it for reference pirposes. fr
The Directors of Research have long p1anrd that as the scientiflc outpxt Of

the Bureau grew and the means of the Bureau pemitted, the scientific contezt8

and character of the Bulletin might become no:e emphasized until step by step

it gradually could be' developed into the recognized scientific organ of the

Bureau. As long as the Journal of the Amsrican Statistical Association and

other economic periodicals are able to satisfy the need for professional pib-

lication, it does not seem advisable to extend the scope of the 1ietin re

generally to cover the field of our special interest in quantitative studiea

in economics. It is of course possible that the demand for such a specialized
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periodical might ultimately bt so intense as to warrant the further trans-

fontion of the Bulletin. That does not seem now to be justified. The time

has come, however, when tk more limited -<1eve1oxerit appears desirable • The

staff of the Bureau has given careful consideration to the subject and it is

proposed, commencing with the next issue of the Bulletin, to furnish certain

rrent and recurrent tables and brief articles which grow out of the *rk

of the Bureau. Subject tO the authorization of the Ecexutive Committee, the

next issue of the i11etin will carry, for example, preHthtniy-.j eatimathe

of income in the United States to and including 1926, It will also print the

first' supplement to the Business Annals, in the form of a report on the United

States for. 1926. T*) months later, the material will be at hand to give the

1.926 Annals for the seventeen countries, of a piece with the annual reviews

in Dr. Thorp'a book. Dr. King's estimate of population, which has

regularly appeared for several years past, will be ready in March. Dr. }E(Us

is preparing a price index on a novel plan thich h will submit for con-

aideration in June if it seems desirable, this index (on a monthly basis) .

can be issued every quarter or oftener. Further possibilities along this

line have been diasaed and additional matter of this type will be readily

forthcoming whón and as j154• .

In this connection, the consensus of opinion of the staff of the

Bureau should be reported, on the distinction between pre1ilrtrlary and tentative

estimates, subject to considerable corrections, and the considered estimates

issued by the Bureau after due judgnient given by the Board of Directors. The

book published by the Bureau represent "considered estimates", and shou.1 be

maintained at the highest attainable level. There is, however, a legitimate

public demand for up-to—date figures and, provided margin of error is not

too great and that the provisional nature of the data is fully explained, the
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staff believes that the .demar can ar1 should be properly iiet by the "pre—

liminary estimates" and indices which may be issued in the &t.Uetin.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWIN F • GAY

WESlEY C. AITCHSIL
Directors of Reaearc.




